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Abstract—We propose four approaches to estimating the di-
rected information rate between a pair of jointly stationary
ergodic processes with the help of universal probability assign-
ments. The four approaches yield estimators with different merits
such as nonnegativity and boundedness. We establish consistency
of these estimators in various senses and derive near-optimal rates
of convergence in the minimax sense under mild conditions. The
estimators carry over directly to estimating other information
measures of stationary ergodic processes, such as entropy rate
and mutual information rate, and provide alternatives to classical
approaches in the existing literature. Guided by the theoretical
results, we use context tree weighting as the vehicle for the
implementations of the proposed estimators. Experiments on
synthetic and real data are presented, demonstrating the potential
of the proposed schemes in practice and the efficacy of directed
information estimation as a tool for detecting and measuring
causality and delay.

Index Terms—Causal influence, context tree weighting, di-
rected information, rate of convergence, universal probability
assignment

I. INTRODUCTION

First introduced by Marko [1] and Massey [2], directed in-
formation arises as a natural counterpart of mutual information
for channel capacity when causal feedback from the receiver
to the sender is present. In [3] and [4], Kramer extended the
use of directed information to discrete memoryless networks
with feedback, including the two-way channel and the mul-
tiple access channel. Tatikonda and Mitter [5] used directed
information spectrum to establish a general feedback channel
coding theorem for channels with memory. Kim [6] established
the feedback capacity for a class of stationary channels using
directed information. In [7], Permuter, Weissman, and Gold-
smith considered the capacity of discrete-time channels with
feedback where the feedback is a time-invariant deterministic
function of the output, and used directed information to de-
scribe the capacity under mild conditions. Recently, Permuter,
Kim, and Weissman [8] showed that directed information plays
an important role in portfolio theory, data compression, and
hypothesis testing, in the presence of causality constraints.

Beyond information theory, directed information is a valu-
able tool in biology, for it provides an alternative to identify
causal inferences between two processes. In Mathai, Martins,
and Shapiro [9], directed information was used to identify
pairwise influence. Rao, Hero, States, and Engel [10] used

directed information to test the direction of influence in gene
networks.

Since directed information has significance in various fields,
it is of both theoretical and practical importance to develop
efficient ways for estimating it. The problem of estimating
information measures, such as entropy, relative entropy and
mutual information, has been extensively studied in the liter-
ature. Verdú [11] gave an overview of universal estimation of
information measures. Wyner and Ziv [12] applied the idea
of Lempel–Ziv parsing to estimate the entropy rate, which
converges in probability for all stationary ergodic processes.
Ziv and Merhav [13] used Lempel–Ziv parsing to estimate
relative entropy (Kullback–Leibler divergence) and established
consistency under the assumption that the observations are
generated by independent Markov sources. Cai, Kulkarni, and
Verdú [14] proposed two universal divergence estimators for
finite-alphabet sources, one based on the Burrows–Wheeler
transform (BWT) [15] and the other based on the context tree
weighting method (CTW) [16]. The BWT-based estimator was
applied in universal entropy estimation in Cai, Kulkarni, and
Verdú [17], while the CTW-based one was applied in universal
erasure entropy estimation in Yu and Verdú [18].

For the problem of estimating directed information, Quinn,
Coleman, Kiyavashi, and Hatspoulous [19] developed an
estimator to infer causality in ensemble neural spike train
recordings. Based on parametric generalized linear model
(GLM) assumption and stationary ergodic Markov assumption
[19], they showed strong consistency results. Compared to
[19], Zhao, Kim, Permuter, and Weissman [20] focused on
universal methods and showed L1 consistency for all jointly
stationary ergodic process pairs with finite alphabet.

As an improvement and further development of [20], and a
reflection of Jiao, Permuter, Zhao, Kim, and Weissman [21],
the main contribution of this paper is a general framework
for estimating information measures of stationary ergodic pro-
cesses, using “single-letter” information-theoretic functionals.
Although our methods can be applied in estimating a number
of information measures, we focus—for concreteness and
relevance to emerging applications—on estimating the directed
information rate between a pair of jointly stationary ergodic
processes. The first proposed estimator is adapted from the
universal divergence estimator in [14] using the CTW method,
and we give a refined analysis yielding strong consistency
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results. We further propose three additional estimators in a
unified framework to estimate the directed information rate,
present both weak and strong consistency results, and establish
near-optimal rates of convergence under mild conditions. We
then employ our estimators on both simulated and real data,
showing their effectiveness in measuring channel delays and
causal influences between processes. In particular, we use
these estimators to establish significant causal influence from
the Dow Jones Industrial Average to the Hang Seng Index, but
relatively low causal influence in the reverse direction, based
on the daily market data in the period from 1990 to 2011.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews some preliminaries and Section III presents our
proposed estimators and some of their basic properties. Section
IV is dedicated to performance guarantees for the proposed
estimators, rates of convergence results under mild conditions,
and minimax optimality. Section V shows experimental results
applying the proposed estimators, both on simulated and real
data, and demonstrates the effectiveness of these estimators
in inferring delay of channels and causal influences between
processes. For proofs of stated results please see [21].

II. PRELIMINARIES

We begin with definitions of directed information, universal
and pointwise universal probability assignments. We then
introduce the context tree weighting (CTW) method used in
our implementations.

We use uppercase letters X,Y, . . . to denote random vari-
ables, and lowercase letters x, y, . . . to denote values they
assume. We denote the n-tuple (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) as Xn and
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) as xn. Calligraphic letters X ,Y, . . . denote
alphabets of X,Y, . . ., and |X | denotes the cardinality of X .
Given a probability law P , P (xi|X i−1) denotes the condi-
tional pmf P (xi|xi−1) evaluated for the random sequence
X i−1, while P (Xi|X i−1) is the random variable denoting the
Xith component of P (xi|X i−1). Throughout this paper, log(·)
means log2(·).

A. Directed Information

Introduce the notation of causal conditionsl pmf as follows:

p(xn‖yn) =
n∏

i=1

p(xi|xi−1, yi), (1)

the directed information from Xn to Y n is defined as

I(Xn → Y n) �
n∑

i=1

I(X i;Yi|Y i−1) = H(Y n)−H(Y n‖Xn),

(2)
where H(Y n‖Xn) is the causally conditional entropy [3],
concretely,

H(Y n‖Xn) �
n∑

i=1

H(Yi|Y i−1, X i). (3)

Compared with the definition of mutual information,

I(Xn;Y n) = H(Y n)−H(Y n|Xn), (4)

directed information has the causally conditional entropy in
place of the conditional entropy. Unlike mutual information,
directed information is not symmetric, i.e., I(Y n → Xn) �=
I(Xn → Y n) in general.

We have the conservation law for directed information

I(Xn;Y n) = I(Xn → Y n) + I(Y n−1 → Xn), (5)

where

I(Y n−1 → Xn) = I((∅, Y n−1)→ Xn) (6)

= H(Xn)−
n∑

i=1

H(Xi|X i−1, Y i−1) (7)

denotes the reverse directed information. Other interesting
properties of directed information can be found in [3], [22].

The directed information rate [3] between a pair of jointly
stationary random processes X and Y is defined as

I(X→ Y) � lim
n→∞

1
n
I(Xn → Y n), (8)

and we can easily check that

I(X→ Y) = H(Y)−H(Y‖X), (9)

where H(Y) = H(Y0|Y −1
−∞) is the entropy rate of

process Y, H(Y‖X) is the causally conditional entropy
rate defined as H(Y‖X) � limn→∞(1/n)H(Y n‖Xn) =
H(Y0|X0

−∞, Y −1
−∞).

Equation (9) shows that we can estimate H(Y) and
H(Y‖X) separately to estimate the directed information rate.

B. Universal Probability Assignment

A probability assignment Q consists of a set of conditional
pmfs Q(xi|xi−1) for every xi−1 ∈ X i−1. Note that Q induces
a probability measure on a random process X.

Definition 1 (Universal probability assignment): A proba-
bility assignment Q is said to be universal for a class P
if the normalized Kullback–Leibler divergence satisfies

lim
n→∞

1
n
D(P (xn)||Q(xn)) = 0 (10)

for every probability measure P in P . A probability assign-
ment Q is said to be universal (without a qualifier) if it is
universal for the class of stationary probability measures.

Definition 2 (Pointwise universal probability assignment):
A probability assignment Q is said to be pointwise universal
for a class P if

lim sup
n→∞

(
1
n
log

1
Q(Xn)

−
1
n
log

1
P (Xn)

)
≤ 0 P -a.s.

(11)
for every probability measure P in P . A probability assign-
ment Q is said to be pointwise universal (without a qualifier)
if it is pointwise universal for the class of stationary ergodic
probability measures.

It is well known that there exist universal and pointwise
universal probability assignments, see, for example, [23].
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C. Context Tree Weighting Method

One particularly celebrated universal probability assignment
is the context tree weighting (CTW) algorithm by Willems,
Shtarkov, and Tjalken [16]. The computational complexity of
the CTW is linear in the block length n, and the algorithm
provides the probability assignments Q directly, which is the
weighted probability at the root node. For details, see [16],
[24] and [21]. Note that here we use the extended version of
CTW for non-binary alphabets, which is discussed in [25].

The probability assignment Q in CTW is both universal and
pointwise universal for the class of stationary ergodic Markov
processes. For the proof of universality, see, [16], and for the
pointwise universality, please see [21].

III. FOUR ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we introduce four algorithms to estimate
the directed information rate I(X → Y) of a pair of jointly
stationary ergodic processes X and Y. Let M(X ,Y) be the
set of all probability distributions on X × Y . Define f as
the function that maps a joint pmf P (x, y) of a random pair
(X,Y ) to the corresponding conditional entropy H(Y |X), i.e.,

f(P ) � −
∑
x,y

P (x, y) logP (y|x), (12)

where P (y|x) is the conditional pmf induced by P (x, y). Take
Q as a universal probability assignment.

Define four estimators as follows:

Î1(Xn → Y n) � Ĥ1(Y n)− Ĥ1(Y n‖Xn), (13)

Î2(Xn → Y n) � Ĥ2(Y n)− Ĥ2(Y n‖Xn), (14)

Î3(Xn → Y n) �
1
n

n∑
i=1

D(Q(yi|X i, Y i−1)‖Q(yi|Y i−1)),

(15)

Î4(Xn → Y n) �

1
n

n∑
i=1

D(Q(xi+1, yi+1|X i, Y i)‖Q(yi+1|Y i)Q(xi+1|X i, Y i)),

(16)
where

Ĥ1(Y n‖Xn) � −
1
n
logQ(Y n‖Xn), (17)

Ĥ2(Y n‖Xn) �
1
n

n∑
i=1

f(Q(xi+1, yi+1|X i, Y i)), (18)

and Ĥ1(Y n) = Ĥ1(Y n‖∅), Ĥ2(Y n) = Ĥ2(Y n‖∅). Note that
an entropy estimate such as Ĥ1(Y n‖Xn) is a random variable
(since it is a function of (Xn, Y n)), as opposed to entropy
terms such as H(Y n‖Xn), which are deterministic and depend
on the distribution of (Xn, Y n).

Note that the universal probability assignments conditioned
on different data are calculated separately. For example,
Q(yi|Y i−1) is not computed from Q(xi, yi|X i−1, Y i−1), but
by running the universal probability assignment algorithm

again on dataset Y i−1. Of course, Q(yi|xi, X i−1, Y i−1) is
computed from Q(xi, yi|X i−1, Y i−1).

The estimator Î1 is adapted from one universal divergence
estimator in [14]. One disadvantage of Î1(Xn → Y n) is that
it has a nonzero probability of being very large, which is
overcome by Î2, the estimator introduced in [20], by using
information-theoretic functionals to “smooth” the estimate.
Evidently we can show |Î2| ≤ log |Y|.

The common disadvantage of Î1 and Î2 is that they are
computed by subtraction of two quantities, and have a nonzero
probability of being negative. Î3 and Î4 are introduced to
overcome this, since they take the form of a Kullback–Leibler
divergence and are always nonnegative.

IV. PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES

In this section, we present consistency results for the
proposed estimators. Under some mild conditions, we derive
near-optimal rates of convergence in the minimax sense. For
proofs, please see [21].

Theorem 1: Let Q be a universal probability assignment
and (X,Y) be jointly stationary ergodic. Then

lim
n→∞

Î1(Xn → Y n) = I(X→ Y) in L1. (19)

Furthermore, if Q is also a pointwise universal probability
assignment, then the limit in (19) holds almost surely as well.

If (X,Y) is a stationary ergodic aperiodic Markov process,
we can say more about the performance of Î1 using the
probability assignment in CTW method.

Proposition 1: Let Q be the probability assignment in
CTW. If (X,Y) is a jointly stationary ergodic aperiodic
Markov process whose order does not exceed the prescribed
maximum depth in CTW, then there exists a constant C1 such
that

E
∣∣∣Î1(Xn → Y n)− I(X→ Y)

∣∣∣ ≤ C1n−1/2 logn, (20)

and ∀ε > 0,∣∣∣Î1(Xn → Y n)− I(X→ Y)
∣∣∣ = o(n−1/2(log n)5/2+ε) P -a.s.

(21)
We can establish similar consistency results for the second

estimator Î2 in (14).
Theorem 2: Let Q be a universal probability assignment,

and (X,Y) be jointly stationary ergodic. Then

lim
n→∞

Î2(Xn → Y n) = I(X→ Y) in L1. (22)

As was the case for Î1, if the process (X,Y) is a jointly
stationary ergodic aperiodic Markov process, we can say more
about the performance of Î2 as follows:

Proposition 2: Let Q be the probability assignment in
CTW. If (X,Y) is a jointly stationary ergodic Markov process
whose order does not exceed the prescribed maximum depth
in CTW, then

lim
n→∞

Î2(Xn → Y n) = I(X→ Y) P -a.s. and in L1. (23)
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Furthermore, if (X,Y) is also aperiodic, there exists a con-
stant C2 such that

E
∣∣∣Î2(Xn → Y n)− I(X→ Y)

∣∣∣ ≤ C2n−1/2(logn)3/2.
(24)

The rates of convergence for the first two estimators are
optimal within a logarithmic factor in the minimax sense.

Proposition 3: Let P(X,Y) be any class of processes that
includes the class of i.i.d. processes. Then, there exists a
positive constant C3 such that

inf
Î

sup
P(X ,Y)

E|Î − I(X→ Y)| ≥ C3n−1/2, (25)

where the infimum is over all estimators Î of the directed
information rate based on (Xn, Y n).
Evidently, convergence rate better than O(n−1/2) is not attain-
able even with respect to the class of i.i.d. sources and thus,
a fortiori, in our setting of a much larger uncertainty set.

For the third and fourth estimators, we establish the follow-
ing results.

Theorem 3: Let Q be the probability assignment in CTW.
If (X,Y) is a stationary ergodic Markov process whose order
does not exceed the prescribed maximum depth in CTW, then

lim
n→∞

Î3(Xn → Y n) = I(X→ Y) P -a.s. and in L1. (26)

Theorem 4: Let Q be the probability assignment in CTW.
If (X,Y) is a stationary ergodic Markov process whose order
does not exceed the prescribed maximum depth in CTW, then

lim
n→∞

Î4(Xn → Y n) = I(X→ Y) P -a.s. and in L1. (27)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we show how one can use the directed
information estimator to detect delay of a channel, and to
measure the “causal influence” of one sequence on another.
We generate simulated data to detect the channel delay and
use real stock market data to detect and measure the causal
influence that exists between the Chinese and the US stock
markets.

A. Channel Delay Estimation via Shifted Directed Information

Assume a setting depicted as follows: in Fig. 1.

D units delay
· · ·X−1,X0,X1, · · · · · ·Y−1, Y0, Y1, · · ·A channel

with memory

Fig. 1. Using the shifted directed information estimation to find the delay
D.

Our goal is to find the delay D. We use the shifted directed
information I(Y n+d → Xn) to estimate D, where I(Y n+d →
Xn) is defined as

I(Y n+d → Xn) �
n∑

i=1

H(Xi|X i−1)−H(Xi|X i−1, Y i+d).

(28)

To illustrate the idea, suppose that the binary processes X
and Y are related as

Yi = Xi−D +Xi−D−1 +Wi, (29)

where Wi ∼ Bernouli(ε) and addition in (29) is modulo
2. Note that the mutual information rate lim 1

nI(Y
n;Xn)

is not influenced by D. However, the shifted directed in-
formation rate lim 1

nI(Y
n+d → Xn) is highly influenced

by D. Assuming that there is no feedback, for d < D
we have the Markov chain Y i+d → X i−1 → Xi due to
(29), and therefore I(Y n+d → Xn) = 0. However, for
d ≥ D, I(Y n+d → Xn) > 0. For instance, in the channel
example (29), if Wi = 0 almost surely, then for d ≥ D,
I(Y n+d → Xn) = H(Xn). Therefore, we can use the shifted
directed information I(Y n+d → Xn) to estimate D.

For the sake of simplicity, we only show the estimation
results using Î2, other estimators have similar outputs. Fig. 2
depicts Î2(Y n+d → Xn) where n = 106 for the setting in
Fig. 1, where the input is a binary stationary Markov process
of order one and the channel is given by (29). The delay of
the channel is D = 2. One can note clearly that for d <
D, Î2(Y n+d → Xn) is very close to zero and for d ≥ D,
Î2(Y n+d → Xn) is significantly larger than zero.

−4 −2 0 2 4
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

d

Î2(Y n+d → Xn)

Fig. 2. The value of Î2(Y n+d → Xn) where n = 106 for the setting
depicted in Fig. 1 with D = 2. One can observe that when d < D,
Î2(Y n+d → Xn) = 0 and for d ≥ D, Î2(Y n+d → Xn) > 0.

B. Causal Influence Measurement

There is extensive literature on detecting and measuring
causal influence. See, for example, [26] for a recent survey
of some of the common tools and approaches in biomedical
informatics. One particularly celebrated tool - in both the life
and economics sciences - for assessing whether and to what
extent one time series influences another is the Granger causal-
ity test [27]. It is a simple exercise to verify that under jointly
Gauss-Markov assumptions, the Granger causality coincides
with the directed information (up to a multiplicative constant).

Assuming for every pair (Xi, Yi), Xi happens earlier than
Yi. It can be easily verified that I(Xn → Y n) = 0 if and only
if P (yi|xi, yi−1) = P (yi|yi−1) for i ≥ 1, and I(Y n−1 →
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Xn) = 0 if and only if P (xi|xi−1, yi−1) = P (xi|xi−1) for
i ≥ 1. More generally, the directed information I(Xn → Y n)
quantifies how much X causally influences Y, while the
directed information in the reverse direction I(Y n−1 → Xn)
quantifies how much Y influences X.

To illustrate this idea, we compute the directed information
rate between the Hang Seng Index (HSI) and the Dow Jones
Index (DJIA) using data from 1990 and 2011 on a daily scale.
Since everyday the HSI changes before DJIA, HSI should play
the role of process X in the estimation. We discretize the value
of stock market into three values: −1, 1, and 0, by going down
by more than 0.8%, going up by more than 0.8%, and changes
between them, respectively.

We denote by Xi and Yi the (quantized ternary valued)
change in the HSI and the DJIA in day i, respectively, and es-
timate 1

nI(X
n;Y n), 1

nI(X
n → Y n), and 1

nI(Y
n−1 → Xn),

using all four algorithms. Fig. 3 plots our estimates of these
information-theoretic measures.

Evidently, the reverse directed information is much higher
than the directed information; hence we can say that between
1990 and 2011, it was the Chinese market that was influenced
more by the US market rather than the other way around.

2000 2005 2010

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

year
2000 2005 2010

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

year

2000 2005 2010

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

year
2000 2005 2010

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

year

Alg. 1 Alg. 2

Alg. 3 Alg. 4

I(Xn;Y n) 1
n

I(Xn;Y n) 1
n

I(Xn;Y n) 1
n

I(Xn;Y n) 1
n

I(Xn → Y n) 1
n

I(Xn → Y n) 1
n

I(Xn → Y n) 1
n

I(Xn → Y n) 1
n

I(Y n−1 → Xn) 1
n

I(Y n−1 → Xn) 1
n

I(Y n−1 → Xn) 1
n

I(Y n−1 → Xn) 1
n

Fig. 3. Estimates of information-theoretic measures between HSI denoted
by X, and DJI denoted by Y. It is clear that the reverse directed information
is much higher than the directed information, hence it is DJI that causally
influences HSI rather than the other way around.
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